Variation in exposure levels for high hazard frequently monitored agents.
Assumptions about the underlying distribution of occupational exposures are important to the practice of industrial hygiene. They affect decisions on exposure monitoring strategies, the interpretation of monitoring results, and the degree of protection provided by occupational exposure limits and action levels. However, there is little published data validating these assumptions. Strict exposure limits for three highly hazardous agents, asbestos, beryllium, and ionizing radiation, led to frequent monitoring of occupational exposure levels. Consequently, sets of hundreds to thousands of exposure measurements are available for analysis. Statistical analysis of these data sets indicates that within-worker variation, as measured by geometric standard deviation (GSD), tend to be higher than is generally assumed for occupational exposures. The success of health protection programs in identifying and controlling predictable sources of exposure through frequent monitoring is offered as a possible explanation for the relatively high variation observed in these data sets. Despite the high exposure variation, arithmetic mean levels and the percentage of measurements exceeding exposure limits were low, indicating that a large GSD does not imply that working conditions are unacceptable. However, more frequent monitoring is required to assure exposures are acceptable. This article also presents an adaptation of graphical methods, using probability plotting and linear regression, to estimate the distribution parameters of a data set that contains a high percentage of nondetected results.